
ASEP Registration Ends January 11th  
 

Hillside ASEP has added a 2nd cooking class on Mondays for grades K-2! B’SmArt 
n PLAY is NOW open to Kindergarten! We still have spots available in these and 
other exciting classes such as Graphic Design with Mr. Shapiro, Fencing, Mah 
Jongg, Let’s Dance with Miss Bajakian, Super Hero Games, Tae Kwon Do, Lego 
First/Robotics and many more!  
 
Read full class descriptions HERE.  
Find all ASEP information and registration links HERE 

 

Registration closes 1/11 at 11:59pm 

 

Check out some new of our newest classes added to the Winter ASEP 
lineup! 
 
Transportation Timeline (Grades K-4) 
If you like planes, trains and automobiles, then this class is for you! Students will 
build motorized models of a dragster, a railroad crossing gate, an airplane and 
more. Explore the history of transportation from horse and buggy and trains to the 
development of the automobile and flight. Each lesson introduces terminology 
related to each mode of transportation, like “lift and propulsion” for the airplane, as 
well as describes how each “vehicle” works. And the best part is -- the models are 
so much fun to play with! Lots of building fun ahead with motorized models of a 
train, car, dragster and airplane. These models rock, roll and spin! Your child can 
follow our step-by-step model plans to create their vehicle, then customize it to 
their own specifications and take their mini-figure for a ride! 
 
Cheerleading (Grades K-4) 
Get in the spirit with this fun cheerleading class! Students participate in station-
based activities that develop tumbling, stunting, choreography, motions, jumps, 
and performance skills in every lesson. TGA coaches follow proper stunt 
progression and spotting protocol to ensure a safe and fun environment that 
incorporates academics and life skills. Come show us your Hillside spirit! 
 
Make Your Own Room Décor (Grades 2-4)  
Learn various techniques and skills while creating one kind of items for your room! 
The Make Your Own Room Décor class is perfect for crafty kids who love 
decoration and DIY. We will make five projects including a door sign, a storage 
box, a shadow box, decorate a large 3D letter and make a cool string art project!  

 

 

https://www.closterpto.org/pto/members/documents/Hillside%20ASEP%20Winter%202020%20Profram%20List%20&%20Descriptions.pdf
https://paperlesspto.keritech.net/Ctr/custompage.cfm?cpid=164

